


SAFETY 

CVT (Continuously Variable Transmission)

7 -s p e ed  Seq ue nt ial  Sh i f t ma t ic
Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) 
incorporates a new cooperative control 
with the electronically-controlled throttle. 

1.8L Gasoline Engine 2ZR-FE
High fuel efficiency and sporty driving is 
delivered by the 1.8-liter engine with 
Dual VVT-i. Additionally, when starting up, 
this engine achieves linear acceleration.

Highly rigid body structure ensures 
handling stabil i ty and ride comfor t . 
Suspens ion des igned to prov ide a 
fine-tuned balance of dynamic handling 
and stability with exemplary ride comfort. 
Exceptional balance of stability and 
comfor t with s igni f icantly reduced 
uncomfortable bouncing.

Best- in-class 
Turning Radius 
(Tire) 5.2 m

Higher seating position and slimmer 
front pillars allow unobstructed visibility.

When data from the millimeter-wave radar and camera 
sensors predicts a likely collision with a vehicle ahead, the 
system activates pre-collision brake assist when the driver 
depresses the brake pedal. If the driver does not depress 
the brake pedal, it activates the pre-collision brakes.

The system warns the driver with a buzzer and alert 
lamp when the car begins to leave its lane without turn 
signal activation from the driver. The system can also 
activate steering assist to correct steering inputs and 
prevent the vehicle from leaving its lane.

DRCC is equipped with millimeter-wave radar and 
monocular camera sensors to detect vehic les 
ahead, and assists following while maintaining 
a speed-dependent distance to the vehicle in front.

Detects the lights of vehicles ahead and automatically 
adjusts the headlamps to low or high beam.

Helps to prevent the vehicle from 
rolling backward when starting on a 
steep or slippery incline. 

Hill-start Assist Control

VSC helps ensure that the vehicle 
holds its direction through a corner 
by automatically adjusting the 
engine power and braking force 
going to each individual wheel.

Vehicle Stability Control (VSC)

EXTERIOR 

INTERIOR

*The system may not operate properly depending on the weather, road, and vehicle conditions or other factors. 

Stability

Agility

Visibility

PERFORMANCE

1. LED Headlamps
2. Rear Combination Lamp
3. 18-inch Aluminum Wheel

1. Power Driver Seat with optimized TNGA driving position
2. Reclining Rear Seatbacks
3. 8 inch Display Audio
4. Luggage compartment with class leading capacity
5. Power Back Door with Kick Sensor
6. Automatic Air Conditioning

Pre-collision 
System (PCS)

Dynamic Radar 
Cruise Control
 (DRCC)

Lane Departure 
Alert (LDA) 

Automatic 
High Beam 
(AHB)
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Imposing Toughness and Urban Refinement

Grow bolder, every time you drive
Step in and glow with the 
new power of ownership

7 SRS Airbags
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